Uptime and Comperio joined forces
Uptime OÜ is proud to announce its merger with Norwegian IT company Comperio AS. The joint
venture became effective on 23rd of December 2015.
Eero Tohver, CEO of Uptime explained: „I am glad to reveal this exciting partnership. Comperio is well
- known for its great team of experts that will bring on-board new competence and fresh ideas.
Uptime has gradually built trust in Norwegian and Swedish markets, the acquisition of Comperio now
gives us a strong local presence and offers new possibilities that both our customers can benefit
from.“
„Today, we can complement our high-end search competence with a substantially wider software
development service portfolio, enabling us to cater our customers with the new potential, “Ole
Kristian Villabø, Administrative Director/CEO of Comperio AS added.
Bo Engren, Country Manager, Sweden agreed: „Joining forces is always a good boost for the
companies involved and especially valuable for the client-base. Together we are all stronger. We can
put up bigger and versatile teams of software developers and SharePoint consultants and offer more
complex set of solutions. This makes us become much better IT partners to our current and future
customers. “
Comperio AS focus has been mainly on delivering innovative search solutions to organizations where
knowledge and information retrieval is critical. Comperio is one of the strongest European players in
the search field, being Microsoft's global search partner of the year in 2011 and the advisor to
companies such as Sintef, Sandvik, Nets and many others.
Comperio´s teams work in two offices in Oslo and Stockholm and offer comprehensive solutions for
Enterprise Search, Search based applications and Search driven websites.
Uptime OÜ is a management-owned IT company founded in 1992. Uptime focus on solving business
needs as a strategical partner by offering full IT services such as Software Development, SharePoint
Solutions, Mobile and Cloud Solutions and ICT Maintenance Services.
Uptime is Microsoft Gold Partner and Estonian Partner of the Year 2013, Oracle Silver Partner and
Estonian Gazelle Company 2015 and 2016.
Uptime today employs 80 specialists and has offices in Tallinn and Tartu, Estonia and Skopje,
Macedonia.

